
Malta low table

Designer:Naoto Fukasawa

Manufacturer:Maruni

£6,342

DESCRIPTION

Malta low table by Naoto Fukasawa for Maruni.

This simple table perfectly expresses the warmth, feel and texture of the wood. Your appreciation of this table wil l

surely increase as you use it thanks to the natural appearance of i ts unique tabletop, which combines a variety of

wooden panels characterized by different wood grains. The form of the table, due to an innovative balancing of the

tabletop and legs, al lows it to be harmoniously combined with any types of chairs. We have created model variations

that allow you not only select the width but the depth as well. 

'A table with a pure simplicity about it, i t  is made of oi l-coated solid oak. The thick, round pil lar legs give it a stable

feel. The table wil l  become more charming as t ime passes and goes perfectly with any type of chairs. '  Naoto

Fukasawa.

As solid wood with knots is used for the tabletop, there may be individual differences in the actual appearance of

colours, wood grains and knots.

DIMENSIONS
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180w x 105d x 70cmh 

190w x 105d x 70cmh 

200w x 105d x 70cmh 

210w x 105d x 70cmh 

220w x 105d x 70cmh 

230w x 105d x 70cmh 

240w x 105d x 70cmh

MATERIALS

Available in 2 depths and 7 widths and in a choice of solid oak or walnut, the Malta low table provides solutions for

a wide range of interior spaces.

The wood used in this product is obtained from oak and walnut trees in North America that are managed and felled

in a planned manner.

The Oak model is available in a choice of 4 f inishes: clear urethane, whit ish urethane, clear oil and whitish oil. 

The Walnut model is available in clear and l ight brown urethane only.

See downloadable spec sheet for more details on wood finishes.

The coating and glue used here reduce VOC emissions in manufacturing processes and finished products.

HELP / ADVICE
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